Survey for John Hough by virtue of a warrant in certain parcel of wild and unmarked land in Fairfax County on the drics of W. fork of Goose Creek and bounded as follows: BEGINNING at one small oak on divide being SW. corner of land surveyed for William Hands by new Edward Hands Extending thence with Hands' Line No. 5 E. Three hundred poles to three white oaks Hands' corner marked IH. WH by tree of NW. fork thence No. 30 W. Twenty poles to black and white oak thence S. 100° one hundred and sixty five poles to two chippy saplings one red oak thence S. 15° Two hundred and fifteen poles to several small white oaks two red oaks corner to Thomas Gregory and John Hands thence with Gregory's Line No. 30 E. Two hundred and fifteen poles to two red oaks one white oaks thence East thirty six poles to two black oaks in a line of John Cox thence with his line North six poles to his corner above oaks thence with his line East two hundred and forty poles to his Spanish oaks at divide thence N. 25° E. One hundred and sixty poles to a large white oak in a line of above said Hands thence with his line No. 65 W. Two hundred and seventy poles to the first station containing 520 acres.

Marked
Chainsmen: Edward Hands, Richard White